and incorporating a 90° turn by using the gyroscope 49 mounted on the combine body when the harvester 50 reaches the end of crop row. This action is performed by 51 utilizing the contact sensor mounted on the header's 52 divider of the head-feeding combine harvester (Sato, 
Abstract
This study proposes a vision-based uncut crop edge detection method to be utilized as a part of an automated guidance system for a head-feeding combine harvester, which is widely used in Japan for the harvesting of rice and wheat. The proposed method removes the perspective effects of the acquired images by inverse perspective mapping and recovers the crop rows to their actual parallel states. Then, the uncut crop edges are detected by applying color transformation and the edge detection method. The proposed method has shown outstanding detection performance on the images acquired under various conditions of the paddy field with an average accuracy of 97% and a processing speed of 33 ms per frame. 
Each pixel scanned from the coordinates ( , , 0) ∈ 50 , which forms the remapped image, is assigned the 51 value of its corresponding pixel in the coordinates 52 ( ( , , 0), ( , , 0)) ∈ . Once these two equations are 53 applied, the window of interest from the input image can 54 be projected onto the ground plane. The precise steering of a harvesting machine along 51 uncut crop edges would leave no uncut crops in the rows 52 from the previous harvesting path as shown in Fig. 6(a) . 53
However, if the steering is not precise, there would be 54 uncut remains in the crop rows from the harvesting path, 55 as shown in Fig. 6(b) . In such cases, unless the next 56 harvesting path is determined by detection of the uncut 57 crop edges of the previous harvest path, re-harvesting is 58 required after the completion of the overall harvesting, 1 which would decrease the harvest efficiency. (Kimberling, 1998) . 35 Table 1 . The success of the uncut crop edge 21 detection was determined through human eye perception. 22
The video results can be accessed at http://youtu.be/wJ5u 23 850aQlI. 24 Table 1 Results determined by the proposed method. However, as shown in Fig. 11(a) , in which the 37 combine harvester was heading north (dataset C), the 38 uncut crop detection was not successful owing to the 39 combination of image information including shadows 40 cast by the machine and the uncut crops and the random 41 patterns of uncut crops left in the previous harvesting 42 path. Of course, because uncut crop edges were 43 successfully detected in Fig. 11(b) , the image was 44 consecutively acquired after Fig. 11(a) , the detection can 45 be corrected by adjusting the guidance path by steering. 
